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DEPARTMENT PROCEDURE MANUAL 

Category: Gastrointestinal 

Subject: G.I. Bleed RBC 
 

PRINCIPLE 

99m
Tc RBCs are currently being used in the evaluation of gastrointestinal bleeding.  Most G.I. bleeds are intermittent, 

thus, to detect bleeding; it is preferable to use an agent that remains in the intravascular space for the duration of the 

bleeding episode.  
99m

Tc labeled RBCs remain circulating in the vasculature for many hours. 

INDICATIONS 

This is a simple noninvasive test which allows the physician to detect a bleed and to identify the location of the bleed. 

RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL AND DOSE 

stannous agent 

1110 MBq (30 mCi) of 
99m

TcO4
- 
with 1.0 mL ACD 

 

PATIENT PREPARATION 

None 

CAMERA PARAMETERS 

Collimator: LEAP 

Isotope:  
99m

Tc – (140 KeV) 

PROCEDURE 

1. Insert 20 gauge intracath into patient’s antecubital vein. 

2. Inject stannous agent.  Follow the specific manufacturer directions for RBC tagging.  Record the time. 

3. Twenty minutes (check manufacturer instructions) after the stannous has been administered, withdraw 

blood into the syringe of TcO4
- 
and 1.0 ml of ACD, up to a total volume of 6.0 ml.   

4. Incubate the blood for 15 minutes minimum, up to 30 minutes maximum, (follow manufacturer 

instructions) with occasional gentle inversion 

5. After the 15 to 30 minute incubation is finished, reinject the patient’s red cells while the patient is under 

the camera.  Position with the stomach at the top of the FOV and the bladder at the bottom.  A 2.0 

sec/frame immediate flow is acquired, followed by a 60-min cine at a rate of 15 sec/frame for 240 frames. 

6. After the first hour of images, Acquire a 5- minute image of the LAT lower abdomen including 

bottom of buttocks to help differentiate activity anteriorly and posteriorly. 

7. Show Physician.  Images may be needed up to 4 hours post injection. 
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PROCESSING 

 

On Hermes, process the data using To Reframe and Save New Dynamic. 

INTERPRETATION 

A 
99m

Tc RBC study is considered positive when a focus of activity occurs with increased intensity and/or changes in 

location within the gut or is a new finding not seen on the initial images.  It must not be within vasculature or within 

the urinary tract. 


